
Accurate Accurate Inaccurate
Word Definition Definition Example No answer

secret something that is unknown to others
blossoms flowers that are opening
rustle to make soft sounds while moving
drift to be moved by water or air
gathers brings together; collects
bare not covered
silk smooth, soft, and shiny cloth
palace a large home for a king or queen
garden a place where flowers and vegetables are grown
spear a sharp tool used to protect or hunt
realized to understand
agreed to have the same thoughts 
aphids tiny bugs that eat leaves
grouchy unhappy or grumpy
insist to really mean it
flew to move through the air
stretching reaching as far as you can
tusks long teeth belonging to an elephant or walrus
crumbs very small pieces of food
ordinary normal or usual
cuddle to hold in a gentle and loving way
pebble a small rounded stone
pantry a closet to keep food or things
cautiously being careful
absolutely being very sure
wilted to become limp or droop
dreadful horrible or bad
petals brightly colored parts of a flower
scrawny skinny; very thin
possessions things you own 
lonely feeling of being alone
wiggled moved from side to side
crowd a large group of people 
clumsy bumping into things alot
instant happening right now
tangled twisted or mixed up
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